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Let G be a locally compact abelian group. We denote by M{G)
the algebra of all finite complex-valued Borel measures on G. The
algebra is normed by assigning to each measure its total variation,
and the product or convolution of the measures ix and v is defined by
fa*v)(E)

= f f

dp(x)dv(y).
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If a particular Haar measure is chosen on G, the subalgebra of absolutely continuous measures may be identified with L(G), the algebra of absolutely integrable functions. The Fourier transform of a
measure ju is a function # defined on G, the dual group of G, by the
formula
A(x) = I (x, g)dfi(g),
Jo
where (x, g) denotes % evaluated at g. Each % thus yields a homomorphism of M(G) onto the complex numbers. Every such homomorphism of L(G) is obtained in this way.
Let <f> be a homomorphism of L{G) into M(H). After composing
with <[>, every homomorphism of M(H) onto the complex numbers
either is identically zero, or can be identified with a member of G.
We thus have a map <£* from Ê into {G, 0 } , the union of ô and the
symbol 0, the latter to be considered as the point at infinity. Our
main result is:
THEOREM 1. For every homomorphism </> of L(G) into M(H), there
exist a finite number of cosets of open subgroups of H, which we denote
by Kit and continuous maps ypi\ Ki—>ôt such that

iM* + y - z) = faix) + \pi{y) - ypi{z),
with the following property : there is a decomposition of H into the disjoint union of sets Sj, each lying in the Boolean ring generated by the
sets Ki> such that on each Sj, 0* is either identically zero or agrees with
some ypi, where Sj(ZKi>
Conversely, for any such map of Ê into {o, O}, there is a homo120

